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Product characteristics
KORYNT SUELO is an alkaline washing and degreasing preparation.
Use
It is used for the washing of motor vehicles and tram cars. It can be also used for a machine- and handwashing of severely dirty surfaces, especially floorings. It is suitable for the following surfaces – PVC, plastics,
imitation leathers, glazed and non-glazed tiles, enamelled and varnished surfaces, teraco, stone, plasticconcrete surfaces, formica, etc.
Product features
KORYNT SUELO is a low-viscous, yellowish liquid miscible with water in any proportions

KORYNT SUELO must comply with these quality signs:
Quality sign

Value

Methodology of setting

Dry matter content (%)

6,5 minimum

PN-ZM 353/2004

Aqueous solution 3% pH

10,0 up to 11,5

PN-ZM 353/2004

Product manufacturing

So called Varnish-resistant system test - test of the product influence on the crater
creation (crater-test) was carried out in terms of KORYNT SUELO. The preparation was
found negative with regard to varnished surfaces.
Protocol no. 23/824/2006 Hv. was issued to inform about this test - can be sent if requested.
Cleanser KORYNT SUELO is dosed in dependence on the type of washing equipment and in
accordance with a surface dirtiness level.
Washing motor vehicles and tram cars
Dilution ratios
1:50 up to 1:200
1:20 up to 1:100
1:50 up to 1:200
1:5 up to 1:10
1:10 up to 1:50

Car washes
Hand washing
Washing under pressure
Insects removal
Car rims
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TIR washes
Tram washes
Interiors - plastics, upholstery, leather and imitation-leather surfaces
Chromed vehicle parts

1:50
1:50
1:50
1:50

up
up
up
up

to
to
to
to

1:200
1:200
1:300
1:200

Washing of surfaces and flats
The recommended dilution is 1:1 up to 1:100
Dilution ratio
Severe dirtiness
1:1
Moderate dirtiness
Light dirtiness

1:2 to 1:10
1:10 to 1:100

Time of functioning
2 to 6 minutes, eventually
longer if needed
2 to 6 minutes
No need to keep functioning

Packing and storage
KORYNT SUELO is delivered in PE cans (25 litres or 50 litres) or in other packages that have been discussed
in advance. This product is stored in closed containers at the places protected from direct weather influences.
The recommended storage temperature is between +5 to +25 oC.
Transport
KORYNT SUELO is transported in covered vehicles and is not subject to the ADR/RID regulations.
Warranty
If the product is transported and stored according to the above mentioned conditions, the warranty is 6 months
from the date of stock-out.
Note
Data about the product characteristics and its manufacturing were acquired by laboratory measurements and
application tests. This technical sheet can only give a legal advice without any obligation. The manufacturing of
the product must be adjusted to the specific conditions.
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